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Pilotfish® offers an open Vehicle Communication Platform and Fleet Management 
Applications to Public Transport Customers. Pilotfish®  technology is based on 
standards and IT-architecture from the organisation ITxPT.

Read more at www.pilotfish.se

Keolis (France and Sweden)
Based in 16 countries with 300 transport 
authorities across 5 continents makes Keolis a 
global leader in public transport.

Keolis France has installed Pilotfish equipment 
in approximately 150 vehicles with Vehicle 
Gateway and Fuel Economy on both Econom-
eter and Driver Console. The subsidiaries that 
use the system are Atlantique, Cherbourg 
and Touraine. Aside from Fuel Economy, they 
are using Alcolock Integration, Tachograph 
Download as well as third party apps.
 
Keolis Sweden has 600 vehicles with installed 
Pilotfish equipment where currently 66 buses 
use Fuel Economy.

Svealandstrafiken
Svealandstrafiken is a Swedish transport 
operator. They have a fleet of 322 buses 
and around 65 000 passengers travel with 
them every day. Västmanland and Örebro 
county are in the forefront of vehicle fleet 
digitalization with 320 buses.

Fuel
Economy

Uddevalla Omnibus
A Swedish public transport operator owned by 
Uddevalla municipality with 70 buses and 125 
employees.

Environment is the most important motivator 
for the operator and the drivers. It was a 
breakthrough when the company started to 
report the environmental effects.

• Using Pilotfish’s Fuel Economy they 
gained a reduction of more than 10% 
in fuel consumption

 - 20-25 t less CO2 emissions/month

• Their vehicles are equipped with the full 
smart portfolio from Pilotfish

 - Vehicle Gateway, Driver Console, Fuel 
Economy, Tachograph Download, Transit 
Cloud, Checklist, Manual Fault Report, back 
office integration (BUMS), Driver log on with 
driver ID and block connected with Mobitec 
ICU

• Last but not least: Driver seat temp moni-
toring improves working conditions

• The traffic pace has been reduced all 
over Uddevalla. Planned driving leads to 
fuel savings, reduced speeds but still 
shorter route times

• They experience less worn brakes and 
wheels and customers travel more 
comfortably with less complaints

• Uddevalla achieved a reduction of up to 
8,1% fuel consumption

• The operator put gentle and economic 
friendly driving as an additional salary 
criteria

 - A major part of the savings goes back to 
the driver which leads to an individual plus of 
up to 500 SEK per month.




